APC™ RESISTANCE TESTING
Gold Standard for FV Leiden Screening

See reverse for details & ordering information.

The Diapharma team’s deep knowledge base translates into over 500 solutions for your hemostasis needs.

Questions about any product in our lineup? These professionals are just a click or phone call away.
A time- and money-saving alternative to individual genetic testing, Coatest® APC™ Resistance testing is an ideal solution for physicians and labs. Each kit was designed to be easy to use for in-house screening, offering fast results and low costs for both large- and small-volume labs. The most common FV Leiden screening test performed, it offers unmatched sensitivity for the FV:Q506 mutation – close to 100% specificity – and is applicable to patients on heparin or warfarin.

**APC™ RESISTANCE TESTING KIT FEATURES**

**DESCRIPTION**

- Labs looking to bring testing in-house
- Labs looking for cost savings
- Ordering physicians looking for a sensitive assay with rapid turnaround

- Saves the lab from having to perform genetic test on all patients
- Economical alternative to genetic testing

**REFERENCE & PACKAGING**

- **Coatest® APC™ Resistance V**
  - FV Leiden screening for larger volume labs
  - K823120

- **Coatest® APC™ Resistance VS**
  - FV Leiden screening for smaller volume labs
  - K823138

- **Coatest® APC™ Resistance**
  - For APC Resistance phenotype testing
  - K822643

- **Coatest® APC™ Resistance Control Plasma Level 1**
  - Normal Control Plasma
  - C822650 * 5 x 1mL

- **Coatest® APC™ Resistance Control Plasma Level 2**
  - Heterozygous Control Plasma
  - C822668 * 5 x 1mL
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